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The Photographers

- Gideon C. Angle, Clinton
- Edward W. Blake, Shelltown (now Ellisdale)
- Frederick Fearn, Camden and Trenton
- Edward R. Stoutenburgh, Newark
- John C. Tibbels, Lambertville
- Peter Walker, Mount Holly
1st Lt. William L. Rodenbough, cdv
by Gideon C. Angle

New Jersey State Archives
Unknown subject, cdv by Gideon C. Angle
Unknown subject, cdv by Gideon C. Angle

Saretzky collection
Unknown subject, cdv by Gideon C. Angle
Unknown subject, cdv by Gideon C. Angle
Unknown subject, cdv by Gideon C. Angle
Street view by Gideon C. Angle
Unknown subjects, cabinet card by Gideon C. Angle

Red Mill Museum Village
Harry Angle, son of Gideon C. Angle, cabinet card by New York Gallery, Reading, PA
They adjourned. I took a horse and buggy out with Mr. Hawthorn, drove to Shalltown, for the purpose of searching Blake's trunk. I there mingled with his women, and got at the trunk. I searched it, but could find no counterfeit money, but I found different things there, which he explained had been taken, but as that was not my business, I left the trunk, bringing all his papers away with me, at Penton. I heard he had papers which showed him to have been in everything that was bad. I found amongst them a Commission from J. Davis, signed by Judah P. Benjamin, allowing him to pass through their lines and at the same time he held passes from most of the Union generals of the army of the Potomac. This was acting as detective, passport from SHELLTOWN, photographic evidence. I went to Hawthorn.
Unknown subject, cabinet card, 1880s, Fearn’s, Camden
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Unknown subject, cabinet card, 1880s, Fearn’s, Camden
George M. Rainear, cabinet card, 1880s, Fearn's, Camden
Mary Blackstone, cabinet card, 1880s, Fearn’s, Camden
Unidentified subject, cabinet card, 1887, by William R. Fearn (brother of Frederick), Haddonfield
Unidentified subject, Excelsior Photo Co. (Frederick Fearn), Trenton, circa 1890
Unidentified subject, Excelsior Photo Co. (Frederick Fearn), Trenton, circa 1890
Unidentified subjects, Excelsior Photo Co. (Frederick Fearn), Trenton, circa 1890
Unidentified subject, Excelsior Photo Co. (Frederick Fearn), Trenton, circa 1890
Unidentified subject, Excelsior Photo Co. (Frederick Fearn), Trenton, circa 1890
Unidentified subject,
Excelsior Photo Co.
(Frederick Fearn), Trenton,
circa 1890
Unidentified subject,
Excelsior Photo Co.
(Frederick Fearn), Trenton,
circa 1900
2nd Lt. George W. Dally, cdv by Stoutenburgh & Rolf, Newark

New Jersey State Archives
Sgt. D.W. Ford, cdv by Stoutenburgh & Rolf, Newark
1st Lt. William Bucklish, cdv by Stoutenburgh & Co., Newark
Asst. Surgeon J. Henry Stiger, cdv by Stoutenburgh & Co., Newark
1st Lt. Jenkins, cdv by Stoutenburgh & Rose, Newark
2nd Lt. Marsh, cdv by Stoutenburgh & Rose, Newark

New Jersey State Archives
2nd Lt. Rufus Keisler, cdv by Stoutenburgh & Rose, Newark

New Jersey State Archives
Unidentified subjects, cabinet card by John C. Tibbels, Lambertville, circa 1880
Dandy (dog),
cabinet card by
John C. Tibbels,
Lambertville,
circa 1880
Unidentified subject, cabinet card by John C. Tibbels, Lambertville, circa 1880
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Unidentified subject, cabinet card by John C. Tibbels, Lambertville, early 1880s
Unidentified subject, cabinet card by John C. Tibbels, Lambertville, early 1880s
Unidentified subject, cabinet card by John C. Tibbels, Lambertville, early 1880s.
Unidentified subject, cabinet card by John C. Tibbels, Lambertville, early 1880s
Unidentified subject, cabinet card by John C. Tibbels, Lambertville, early 1880s
Unidentified subject, cabinet card by John C. Tibbels, Lambertville, early 1880s
Unidentified subject, cabinet card by John C. Tibbels, Lambertville, early 1880s
Henry Swallow with dog, cabinet card by John C. Tibbels, Lambertville, circa 1885
Unidentified subject, cabinet card by John C. Tibbels, Lambertville, circa 1885
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Unidentified subject, cdv, circa 1880
by Peter Walker, Mount Holly
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Unidentified subject, cabinet card, circa 1880 by Peter Walker, Mount Holly
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Unidentified subject, cdv, 1880s by Peter Walker, Mount Holly
Saretzky collection
Unidentified subject, cdv, 1880s by Peter Walker, Mount Holly
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Unidentified couple, cdv, 1880s by Peter Walker, Mount Holly
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Unidentified subject, cabinet card, 1893–1894 by Peter Walker, Mount Holly
Rachel, Penny Photo, 1899
by Peter Walker, Winner’s Pictures, Philadelphia
James A. Fort, Penny Photo, 1899
by Peter Walker, Winner’s Pictures, Philadelphia
Thank you for your attention!
For more on history of photography,
Saretzky Online
http://saretzky.com